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u The 94sq m home sits on a 
240sq m block. The site was 
originally someone’s 
backyard.
u External cladding materials 
were sourced from the UK 
and Italy. 
u The design was inspired by 
the location and orientation of 
the block, where a garden 
shed, toolshed or workshop 
would typically sit. 

FAST FACTS

get the look

EXPLOSIVE 
EXPERIMENT 

ARCHITECT David Weir, 
Mosman Park, 
phone: 9249 5484, 
davidweirarchitects.com
BUILDER Leimac 
Building, Cowaramup, phone: 
1300 534 622, 
leimacbuilding.com.au

PICTURES: DION ROBESON 

Architect David Weir’s “The Exploding! Shed House” is an innovative 
take on small-footprint living in suburbia 

designing a skylight that floods the white 
bathroom with orange light when the sun passes 
over,” David says. 

“It’s our manifestation of that explosion, right
where the two sheds collide.” 

The small-footprint home has one bedroom
that’s separated from the living area and kitchen 
by a linen curtain, plus a bathroom and spacious 
studio space. 

An episode of Grand Designs saw the owners
fall in love with an external cladding material, 
called Profile 6, that David was able to source 
from the UK “with more than a little effort”.

A corrugated, translucent wall material also
made its way over from Italy. Birch ply from 
Melbourne’s Maxi Plywood was used for the 
cabinets and some of the walls and floor. 

David’s brave take on the quintessential
Australian home has paid off. The owners adore
their new digs, which recently received a special
mention in the international Architizer A+
Awards.

“Working with the owners was an absolute joy
and that always reflects in a fun and beautifully 
realised project,” David says. “There’s a sense of 
freeness and experimentation and unexpected 
results that come from that.” 

JADE JUREWICZ

This project is an entry in the 2016 Australian Institute of 
Architects WA Architecture Awards

ENIGMATIC by name and equally as
illusive in its outward appearance,
architect David Weir’s Mount Lawley
project resembles, at first glance, a

humble backyard shed.
Yet upon entering its lofty interior, which is

flooded with natural light and playful design 
elements, the 94sq m home and artist’s studio 
proves that spectacular results can be achieved 
even when things initially seem rather spartan.

The intriguingly named “The Exploding! Shed
House”, which literally nuzzles a jacaranda tree at 
the rear of a subdivided block, is an ode to modest 
lifestyles of the past. 

“Good architecture draws from its site and so
the scale and materiality of the house is very 
much in keeping with the older housing stock of 
the area. It’s a humble house fit for its purpose,” 
David says. 

“I think at its core it’s a very Australian house, a
very Perth house, in that it’s suburban in nature 
and that it deals with its surrounds and the 
climate – although I would suggest that these are 
becoming less and less recognisable attributes in 
the wider suburban style of Perth.” 

The design’s out-there name was sparked by a
sketch of two sheds colliding that was pencilled by
the property’s creative owner.

As soon as David saw it, he had an “Aha!”
moment, instantly dubbed the project “The 
Exploding! Shed House” and introduced the idea 
of installing an orange skylight in the bathroom.

“I think the bright orange light is the best bit.
The owners really embraced colour and we 
carried that through into the bathroom by 
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Architect David Weir, pictured,
shows spectacular things can

come in small packages.
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INVEST IN 
PERTH 
PROPERTY

FROM $49* 
PER WEEK.
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Contact Steve Buljan on 0419 921 155 all hours or 9202 9232
www.investhomes.com.au

BUILD YOUR FUTURE WITH A TRUSTED PARTNER 
WITH OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE.

• Turnkey packages available north and south of the river.

• We help with tailored fi nance.

• No fee for service, No hard sell, No seminars!

• Part of the Residential Building WA Family.

*Finance terms and conditions apply.  BRN 13053
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